
Based on the analysis of existing technologies, we now
we can quite accurately understand how they will develop
technology in the future. But it is not possible completely
predict what kind of appearance will have
objects and spaces. Human creativity and
not predictability, this is how we differ from
artificial intelligence. I'm sure it will be a beautiful world.
                                                       although maybe everything will be like this ...

LIFE
ergonomics and needs
for thousands of years
have not changed much - 20
years is not enough for
coordinate changes.
+
almost all our cities
have a rectangular grid
streets, the preservation of a 
rectangular
forms of housing
+
Implants - Projection
information on the plane

INTERIOR
by 2037 the population
land will approach nine
millions of older people
will be approximately 18%.
+
cycle of fashion
+
there will be many more
furniture, materials
imitating natural
probably from time to time
return to fashion, ergonomic
features will retain a similar shape.

NATURE
with the increase in the number
population will increase
cities
+
already now we are trying
preserve nature
maximally
+
enlargement
duration
life will increase the need for
in a healthy lifestyle
+
upbringing of children in nature

ROBOTS
2030 - the end
construction of NEOM and
other similar projects -
development of technology
robots - household robots
become more accessible
+
flights to the moon and mars-
technology development
gravity,
production of oxygen
+
experiments with gravity
in show business

OFFICE
absolute interactivity
people - there is no need
be present in a particular
freelance for many
professions
+
most routine work
perform robots
+
the trend continues -
Unified spaces
providing people with everything
necessary for work,
large open spaces,
large planes for projections

SLEEP
sleep technology: various
stimulation of the brain in a 
dream, monitoring dreams 
and indicators
health during sleep.
+
technology development in
area of prosthetics
will lead to the replacement 
of many bodies - charging
implants during sleep
+
implants will replace
phones, interactivity

SHOPPING
people are involved in
intellectual work
+
in warehouses work robots 
do not need solar
light and fresh air
+
in cities will remain
many valuable buildings
+
change in attitude
to the process of buying, online shopping
+
combination of functions
theater, restaurant and shop

EMOTIONS
development
intellectual
of the population-
lifestyle change
+
a new level
needs for emotions
+
implants - external
impact - any
visual effects
+
there is no boundary between
real and virtual

INFORMATION
easy access to a large
database for any
rights
+
training at any age
+
acceleration of peace, 
information, simulators
+
learning through games and
interactive museum - like
way to get information

Earth
According to UN estimates, the world's population will 
reach 9.2 billion in 2050. It is expected that the main 
share of population growth will occur in developing 
countries. The average density of the population on 
land is about 47 people / km2, in different places of the 
Earth is very different, and it is the highest in Asia. 
According to forecasts, by 2030 the level of 
urbanization of the population will reach 60%.

MARS 
Manned flight and colonization of Mars are 
declared one of the goals of humanity for 
the twenty-first century. The first supply 
ships, according to experts, can be launched 
by 2025, and by 2030 the first colonists will 
be able to go to Mars.

MOON
Private companies are starting to study the 
moon. The world competition Google Lunar 
X PRIZE on creation of a small lunar rover 
was announced, in which several teams from 
different countries participate. There are plans 
to organize space tourism with flights around 
the moon.

On a history-wide scale, 20 years is not a 
sufficient time for visible changes,
However, if we compare the changes that 
occurred over the previous 20 years, it is likely 
that we can get a qualitative change in our life.
In 1997 we had one big stationary computer and 
were attached to it. Could only be exchanged 
through diskettes of several megabyte.  

?

EDUCATION
objectives: analytical skills,
research, own projects,
refusal of a sedentary type of training,
expeditions
+
technology - the projection of one
teacher for thousands
students simultaneously
+
universities are simple, large
the audience
+
individual education is not
requires a special space

Each person can contact anyone as much as 
they like, enough
Know only the phone number. I think our phone 
numbers are now
became quite like the identification numbers from 
the films about the future ...

 For most people access to an unlimited amount 
of information
through the device 10 * 10 cm would seem 
magic. 30 years ago there were only stationary 
telephones and their numbers
belonged to an apartment or office, etc. Now we 
can always and everywhere be
on communication. 

on computer games
one can predict the appearance

technologies for everyday
life, because in games we realize

our desires. in many games you can have
magical abilities or unlimited

ability to move ... very interesting for what we are
will be able in 20 years ...

THE SPACES OF THE FUTURE

stores will sell
technologies.

software updates
for our implants and 

 not know what else :)
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